• Listen to the leaders of informal groups.
• Predict the response of informal groups to different events in the company.
• Involve informal groups in decision-making.
• Inform informal groups about all the events in the company in time in order to avoid gossip.
• Take into account the membership of informal groups while delegating tasks to the team.

The English language is considered to be one of the most widespread languages in the world. It is the language of international intercourse. Nowadays English is being taught in many countries all over the world. Some people study it for business interests, others for international communication.

The process of studying English is rather difficult. It includes study of grammar, vocabulary, spoken aspect. Study and practice of Spoken English plays a key role in this process. Spoken English has a quite extensive and rich history of its development, which led to its division into several groups. There is professional slang, youth slang, but the most popular and widespread is Everyday English.

Everyday English has many peculiarities that every person that studies English should definitely know, otherwise he will not be able to communicate freely and understand what other people tell him. The peculiarities of Everyday English appear in pronunciation, word usage, construction of questions and etc. Some phrases should be simply learned by heart, as they are not subject to any interpretation in terms of grammar.
It is also important to mention that nowadays people speak different English. Americans speak American English, Englishmen – British English, Australians – Australian English and so on. In the main only American variant distinguishes from British variant in great extent.

The English language is also very active, especially Everyday English. Nowadays people speak other language than it was twenty, ten, even five years ago. New words and phrases appear almost every year.

All of the mentioned above leads to the occurrence of misunderstandings, communication barriers between speakers of English from different countries.

The main aim of this work is to give a brief review of modern state of Everyday English and to show the most important changes that have occurred in it recently in order to help people be aware of them in their everyday life and eliminate the appearance of communication barriers. Such changes include changes in vocabulary, everyday slang, appearance of the language of blogging and youth speech.